
 

 
Mark Williams, Chief Executive 

Agenda for consultative meeting of the Arts and 

Culture Forum 
Thursday, 20th January, 2022, 10.00 am 
 
Members of Arts and Culture Forum 

 

 KA Briggs, J Whibley (Chair), B De Saram, 
S Twiss, B Norris, P Lewis, C Buchan, E Pang, 

E Rylance, O Davey, A Moulding, N Hookway, 
L Cole, P Carrigan and J Whipps 

 

Venue: Online via the Zoom app 

 
Contact: Alethea Thompson 01395 571653 

(or group number 01395 517546) 

Thursday 6 January 2022 
 
Important - this meeting will be conducted online and recorded by Zoom only. 

Please do not attend Blackdown House.  
Members are asked to follow the Protocol for Remote Meetings  

 

This meeting is being recorded by EDDC for subsequent publication on the Council’s 
website and will be streamed live to the Council’s Youtube Channel at 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmNHQruge3LVI4hcgRnbwBw 
 

Public speakers are now required to register to speak – for more information please use 
the following link: https://eastdevon.gov.uk/council-and-democracy/have-your-say-at-
meetings/all-other-public-meetings/#article-content  

 
Between 8th December 2021 to 11th May 2022, the Council has delegated much of the 

decision making to officers. Any officer decisions arising from recommendations from this 
consultative meeting will be published on the webpage for this meeting in due course.  All 
meetings held can be found via the Browse Meetings webpage. 

 
1 Public speaking   

 Information on public speaking is available online 

 

2 Appointment of Vice Chair   

3 Minutes of the previous meeting  (Pages 3 - 10) 

4 Apologies   

5 Declarations of interest   

 Guidance is available online to Councillors and co-opted members on making 
declarations of interest 
 

6 East Devon AONB culture update  (Pages 11 - 34) 

East Devon District Council 
Blackdown House 

Border Road 

Heathpark Industrial Estate 
Honiton 

EX14 1EJ 

DX 48808 HONITON 

Tel: 01404 515616 

www.eastdevon.gov.uk 

Public Document Pack
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 ‘Nature connections’ presentation. 
 

7 Culture Strategy workscope  (Pages 35 - 39) 

8 Thelma Hulbert Gallery programme 2022/23  (Pages 40 - 54) 

 Presentation. 
 

9 Arts and Culture East Devon members network update   

 Verbal report from ACED Engagement Champion Artist Anna Fitzgerald. 
 

10 Net zero by 2040  (Pages 55 - 68) 

 Presentation. 

 

11 Blackdown Hills AONB - East Devon art and culture update  (Pages 69 - 93) 

 Presentation. 
 

 

 
 
Decision making and equalities 

 

For a copy of this agenda in large print, please contact the Democratic 
Services Team on 01395 517546 
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Minutes of the meeting of Arts and Culture Forum held online via the Zoom 

app on 24 February 2021 

 
Attendance list at end of document 

The meeting started at 10.00 am and ended at 12.40 pm 
 

 
25    Public speaking  

 

 There were no members of the public wishing to speak. 

 
26    Minutes of the previous meeting  

 

The minutes of the previous meeting held on 3 December 2020 were agreed as a true 
record. 

 
27    Declarations of interest  

 

Declarations of interest. 

Councillor Andrew Moulding, Personal, President of Axminster Musical Theatre 
Trustee of Axminster Heritage Centre 
President of Cloakham Lawn Sports Centre. 

 
Declarations of interest. 

Councillor Bruce De Saram, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor. 
 
Declarations of interest. 

Councillor Joe Whibley, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor. 
 

Declarations of interest. 
Councillor Olly Davey, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor and he had performed at the 
Sidmouth Folk Festival in the past. 

 
28    Resilience, Adaptation and Innovation Fund for East Devon 

businesses  

 

The Service Lead – Growth, Development and Prosperity presented his report, 
previously considered by Cabinet, which set out proposals to launch a fund (Adaptation, 
Innovation and Resilience Fund) aimed at supporting businesses and other organisations 

to adapt to the post pandemic landscape and associated changes in operating 
conditions.  

 
He demonstrated the proportion of employment furloughed in the UK and it was noted 
that accommodation and food, and arts, entertainment and recreation were the two 

highest sectors. These sectors also fell into the category of businesses with less than 
three months cashflow.  

 
Those present were implored to look at the fantastic opportunity that the Adaptation, 
Innovation and Resilience Fund gave for the cultural sector in East Devon and officers 

were keen to see applications being made. It was noted that there was no bar for those 
organisations that had previously benefitted from discretionary funds. 
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Members of the Forum agreed that arts and culture were often overlooked, but felt that it 

was one of the things that had sustained people over the past year during the pandemic. 
It was regarded as a crucial way of allowing people to come together.  It was also a 
positive thing to offer holiday makers and visitors to the region following lockdown.  Arts 

and culture were crucial to financial, psychological and social recovery. 
 

29    Sector insights - guest speakers  

 

The Arts Development Manager/Thelma Hulbert Gallery Curator welcomed a number of 
guest speakers to the meeting to explain to the forum the variety of activities that were 
being undertaken in the arts and culture sector.  These demonstrated that out of 

adversity came opportunity and were examples of diversity, ambition and brilliance.  
 

30    Visual arts - Tidelines - Anne-Marie Culhane and Jo Salter  

 

Anne-Marie Culhane and Jo Salter introduced themselves and explained that Tidelines 
with as not-for-profit CIC (community interest company) serving the community.  The 
pilot year was funded by University of Exeter ‘Socially Engaged University’ funding.  It 

was co-ordinated by Anne-Marie and Jo, with an advisory group and support from a wide 
group of individuals and partners.  Arts and culture was seen as crucial to navigating 
climate change and the ecological crisis. 

 
The aims and objectives of Tidelines were to: 

 Focus on and celebrate the estuary and coastline. 

 Increase public understanding of and interest in the estuary and coastline to 

develop greater care of it. 

 Interpret and create artworks – to see and experience differently. 

 Create opportunities for active participation in real community-led research. 

 Create an ongoing programme of events and activities that focused creatively on 
different aspects of the estuary. 

 Through the above to develop discussion, learning and care for the area, including 
restoration and re-envisioning new possibilities for sustainability, resilience and 

co-existence at a time of climate change and ecological crisis. 
 

The Covid-19 pandemic had occurred during Tidelines’ pilot year.  Despite this a 
number of online activities and events had occurred, as well as The Exe Estuary Box, 
summer read of The Sea Around Us, and High Water.  An exhibition/display event 

was planned for summer 2021.  Examples of a mapping part of the project were 
shown to the Forum and indicated how different people experienced the estuary 

differently. 
 
Anne-Marie and Jo went on to explain how Tidelines had come about and why there 

was a need: 

 Increasing curiosity about the estuary and environment (from all sections of the 

community). People want to know more and to get involved. 

 Gap in accessible information provision and community involvement: no place to 
learn more about the place we live. 

 Introduce a greater presence of the arts and to foster an all year round creative 
culture.  

 Community health and wellbeing: It was positive to be actively involved. 
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 Linking across communities, geography, arts & environment; co-creating a new 
culture. 

 To address the mismatch between academic and scientific research on our 
doorstep and public information  

 Responding to changes in the policies of universities and local government: 
o interest from universities in working with and communicating with local and 

regional community (Civic Universities)  

o Declaration of Climate & Ecological Emergency.  
They believed that Tidelines could develop into a great asset for the community in many 

simple ways.  It could also improve the environment and mitigate for climate change. 
 
Tidelines’ plans for the future were: 

 Exhibition and event to share back artwork and responses to the Exe Estuary Box 
and invite people to the next phase. 

 Further developing the next stage of community co-designed research projects. 

 Developing funding bids with partners. 

 Keep developing links to other projects beyond the estuary. 

 Exploring options for a Tidelines hub. 

 
On behalf of the Forum the Chair thanked Anne-Marie and Jo for their presentation and 
wished Tidelines well for its next year. 

 
  

 
31    Museums - Anne Tanner, Curator, Sidmouth Museum  

 

Anne Tanner, Sidmouth Museum Curator outlined the history of Sidmouth Museum.  It 
was a volunteer run museum owned by the Sid Vale Association.  It was founded in 1846 

and was a registered charity with over 1,500 members.  The role as a museum was to 
conserve, inform and share Sidmouth’s extraordinary heritage. 

 
The museum had experienced a very good 2019 season and a full programme of winter 
works had been completed by 10 March 2020.  The museum was due to open on 20 

March 2020, however, all events were cancelled on 16 March due to the Covid-19 
pandemic.  A covid risk assessment was carried in April 2020 and this was re-assessed 

in August, with a decision to remain closed for the 2020 season.  Reasons for this 
included: 

 Narrow staircase and small rooms made it impossible to follow social distancing 

guidelines. 

 Many displays required ‘hands on’ interaction by visitors. 

 90% of the volunteers were over 70 and many were considered vulnerable. 
 

Closing the museum gave time to re-imagine the new normal and devise ways to 
connect with visitors and give greater access to the archives and collections.  A project 
was designed to develop and deliver the first digital offer.  The museum successfully 

applied for a South West Museums Recovery Grant for the cost of equipment.  The 
outcomes of this were: 

 No ‘dead zones’ anywhere in the building. 

 A separate guest wifi network. 

 QR codes for all displays. 

 Digital photobox history of Sidmouth – this offered greater flexibility and could 
easily be kept up to date.  It was a delivered a unique display experience. 
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On behalf of the forum the Chair thanked the Sidmouth Museum Curator for her 

interesting and informative presentation. 
 

32    Tourism - East Devon Excellence  

 

Ruud Janseen Veeneboer explained that East Devon Excellence comprised of 45 

hospitality businesses with the aim of putting East Devon on the map as a high end 
tourist destination, boosting the economy of East Devon from a tourism and food and 

drink point of view by working in collaboration. 
 
A key objective was to talk to all festivals and events happening across the district and to 

join them all up, improving productivity and the financial viability of all.  Currently 75% of 
the major players in East Devon were involved.  It was hoped that this would attract 

people to the area as well as keep local residents better informed.  East Devon 
Excellence had magazines in the Tourist Information Centre as well as in member 
organisation venues.  A map purely of East Devon had been produced to keep tourists in 

the East Devon area, rather than advertising activities and attractions further afield 
across the county.  It had a good website, active social media and was linked to Taste 

East Devon. 
 
The Forum agreed that there was a lot of correlation and synergy between the hospitality 

sector and the arts sector.  These had been some of the worst affected industries by the 
Covid-19 pandemic and it was important to support them as lockdown ended. 

 
On behalf of the Forum the Chair thanked Ruud Jansen Venneboer for attending the 
meeting. 

 
33    Education and Research - Sarah Campbell, Associate Director Arts 

& Culture, University of Exeter  

 

Sarah Campbell, Associate Director for Arts and Culture, University of Exeter presented 
‘Activating Creativity’ to the Forum.  The Arts and Culture Strategy was launched in 
October 2018.  Its aims were: 

 Develop purposeful encounters 

 Enrich our cultural environment 

 Unlock resources and potential 
The audiences were inward and outward facing: 

 Staff and students across four campuses 

 City and region 

 National and global 
The focus of the strategy was: 

 Creative process 

 Interdisciplinary practice 
And the profile was: 

 Communications and marketing: 
o Website – hub model 

o Social media – facebook, Instagtram, Twitter 
o Press – print and radio 

 Networks 

 Programming – this highlighted the potential of the digital reach, with 
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o Creative fellowships – these were held three times a year and were short 
term placements that brought creative practitioners into research settings 

and encouraged new conversations across disciplines.  The focus was on 
mutually-beneficial exchange between artist, any art form and host, with 
seed funding for future opportunities. 

o Arts Commissions – support for artists, working in any medium, to take 
inspiration from the university and develop new work. These took on 

variable formats. 
o ESI Creative Exchange 
o Creative Dialogues 

o Partnerships – including the Thelma Hulbert Gallery 
o Events – in 2019 50 events were held with 4,234 people. 

 
Exeter Culture was Arts Council funded and was hosted by the University of Exeter.  The 
Exeter Cultural Strategy had five themes: 

1. Culture and environment 
2. Culture and wellbeing 

3. Heritage innovation 
4. Creative making 
5. Cultural literacy and learning 

 
Exeter had secured UNESCO City of Literature in 2019, which was a great achievement.  

There were 246 ‘creative cities’ in 28 countries across six continents, all working together 
towards a common objective: placing creativity and cultural industries at the heart of their 
development plans at the local level and co-operating actively at the international level.  

The Forum acknowledged that although Exeter was outside of East Devon, it was a 
powerful resource. 

 
On behalf of the Forum the Chair thanked Sarah Campbell for her interesting 
presentation. 

 
34    Sidmouth Folk Festival - John Braithwaith  

 

John Braithwaith was welcomed to the meeting to discuss Sidmouth Folk Festival.  He 

explained that due to Covid-19 a decision was made at the end of March 2020 to cancel 
the Sidmouth Folk Festival for 2020.  He explained that cancelling a festival was a huge 
logistical effort, with monies already being spent and tickets sold.  The intention was to 

retain loyalty and 70% of the big season tickets went over to 2021.  Once the decision 
had been made to cancel the festival there was the opportunity to look forward into what 

could be done.  Two projects were undertaken: 
1. A huge crowd funder, with 1000 rewards and more than 1000 donations.  This 

generated a lot of interest and contributed to the festival’s survival. 

2. A virtual festival was created, which ran for over a week and gave the opportunity 
for the festival organisers to speak to their customers and for the performers to 
perform virtually.  There were around 40,000 views and 1200 participants in online 

workshops.  The virtual festival received a lot of positive feedback and also 
reached out to a broader audience 

 

It was noted that the Sidmouth Folk Festival was a highly complex festival to run and was 
a massive undertaking.  Festival organisers had spent autumn applying for grants.  The 

uncertain environment had forced plans to be pushed back.  There would be some form 
of physical festival in 2021 but it was unclear exactly what would be put on.  A 

development board had been created to bolster and support the younger element of the 
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audience.  It was highly likely that a combination of physical and online events would 
form the 2021 folk festival. 

 
The Chair thanked John Braithwaith and empathised with the folk festival’s predicament 
due to all the uncertainties and the Forum agreed that it was imperative to get something 

up and running at all costs, keep a presence and put on whatever was possible.  The 
Sidmouth Folk Festival was a high profile event and huge boost to East Devon’s 

economy, with accommodation being booked up far outside of Sidmouth.  This was 
another example of how culture, arts and hospitality all interject. 
 

35    EDDC Arts and Culture Forum and Cultural Strategy  

 

The Arts and Culture Forum began in 2013 with the intention of providing a strategic 
steer for the Council’s work in all areas of cultural development with internal services and 

wider partnerships.  It was proposed to relaunch the forum in 2021 as a platform and 
network for all local cultural services, working with local social, health and economic 
development agendas and supporting local arts and culture organisations and creative 

businesses. 
 

The Arts Development Manager/Thelma Hulbert Gallery (THG) Curator outlined how the 
role of arts and cultural tourism could aid economic recovery.  Arts and Culture were vital 
in helping find a positive way forward and to realise a better future for communities – it 

could help support health and wellbeing, the environment and economic recovery.  In 
2018 cultural tourism represented 37% of the total tourism sector, with an annual growth 

of approximately 15%.  With the covid-19 pandemic it was estimated that international 
tourism fell by around 80% in 2020.  There was an opportunity to build a more resilient 
tourism economy promoting digital transition and rethinking a more sustainable tourism 

system.  East Devon had a high cultural, social and environmental potential. 
 

The Arts Development Manager/THG Curator introduced ‘Art and Culture East Devon’ 
(ACED).  Its purpose was ‘a public forum for arts and cultural services such as theatres, 
museums and galleries, programming festivals, delivering workshops and participatory 

and music events, commissioning public art, working with local social, wellbeing, 
inclusion and economic development agendas and supporting local arts and culture 

organisations and creative businesses’.  ACED would sit within EDDC’s Culture Plan 
2022-27. 
 

The aims of ACED were: 
 Embed the role of the arts in the cultural, social, educational, environmental and 

economic life of the district by providing a supportive network. 
 Support advocacy work for local arts and culture services and identify areas for 

collaboration. 

 Share news, best practice, plans and ambitions- aiding communication between 
arts practitioners, arts organisations, non-arts organisations, local government and 
regional and national bodies. 

 Develop and promote local authority arts and culture-led economic growth 
initiatives. 

 Support an increase in engagement in cultural activity in the district, developing a 
healthy social and cultural ecology which enriches communities and visitors. 

 

There would be two parts to ACED.  There would be an executive membership/steering 
group, led by EDDC, which would meet at least twice a year. In addition to this there 
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would be an EDDC Arts and Culture network of members (database held by THG), with 
three zooms per year and a bi-monthly newsletter. 

 
The intention was to launch an umbrella brand, with an identifiable offer for the district.  A 
network survey would be circulated during March 2021, with ACED being launched in 

April 2021. 
 

The Forum agreed that ACED offered a fantastic opportunity to provide a platform for a 
much wider arts and cultural network, by reaching out and supporting organisations 
wherever possible.  Cultural regeneration and tourism could be extremely powerful. 

 
The Chair thanked all those involved and commented on how useful a platform and 

social media could be. 
  
 

36    Date of the next Arts and Culture Forum meeting  

 

It was noted that the next meeting of the Arts and Culture Forum would be held at 10am 
on Wednesday, 20 October 2021. 

 
 
 

Attendance List 

EDDC Councillors present: 

J Whibley (Chair) 
B De Saram 
G Jung 

E Rylance 
O Davey 

A Moulding 
J Loudoun 
 
Community representatives: 

S Twiss 

B Norris 
 
Town Representatives 

S Twiss, Community Representative 
B Norris, Community Representative 

P Lewis, Budleigh Salterton Town Council 
C Buchan, Cranbrook Town Council 
E Pang, Ottery St Mary Town Council 

 
Officers in attendance: 

Ruth Gooding, Arts Development Manager/Curator THG 
Charles Plowden, Service Lead Countryside and Leisure 
Graham Whitlock, House Manager (Manor Pavilion Theatre) 

Anna Aaroussi, Project Co-ordinator 
Gemma Girvan, Gallery & Shop Officer 

Fiona Page-Turner, Marketing and Fundraising Officer 
Amanda Coombes, Democratic Services Officer 
Alethea Thompson, Democratic Services Officer 

Andrew Wood, Service Lead - Growth Development and Prosperity 
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Angela Gordon Lennox, Events Officer 
 
Also Present 

P Hayward 
N Hookway 

S Jackson 
P Arnott 

P Faithfull 
D Ledger 
D Manley 

 
J Braithwaith, Sidmouth Folk Festival 

S Campbell, University of Exeter 
A-M Culhane, Tidelines 
M George, Villages in Action 

V Harding, South West Museums 
C Marshall, Villages in Action 

J Salter, Tidelines 
A Tanner, Sidmouth Museum 
R Jansen Venneboer, East Deon Excellence 

 
Apologies: 

J Golding 
 
 

 
 

 
Chairman   Date:  
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A partnership project with Double Elephant Print Workshop – working with Active Devon, 
University of Exeter, THG

1. THG/ AONB/ CDE creative nature boxes
2. Schools workshops  
3. Artist Commission – Ellen Wiles soundwalk
4. Collaborative events with THG’s Creative Cabin
5. Connecting Actively to Nature programme
6. Funders
7. Plans for 2022

May 2021 – March 2022
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Harford Woods Creative Nature Boxes

THG – East Devon AONB – Clinton Devon Estates
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Public engagement 
with the Creative 

Nature Boxes
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Social media engagement with the Creative Nature Boxes
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with schools: May – July 2021
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250 children

Tipton St John Primary
Sidmouth Primary

Newton Poppleford Primary
Sidmouth College
Millwater School
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Mapping
Different ways of looking
Collecting materials to print
Mindful activities – drawing in silence, drawing looking upwards
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Trialing child-led activities for the creative nature boxes…  linear maps
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linear maps of Harpford Woods
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Box 3
Harpford Woods 

holds a prompt to create 
linear maps, with images 
from Tipton St John 
Primary pupilspage 21



Ellen Wiles, author and 
Creative Writing Lecturer 
at Exeter University

Created a downloadable 
literary soundwalk 
recorded along the East 
Devon Way (Woodbury 
Common – Firebeacon
Hill)

Exeter UNESCO City of 
Literature

Pebblebed Heaths 
Conservation Trust

RSPB, Aylesbeare reserve
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Box 7, Harpford Woods

Printed insert, postcards and a flowcode
to download the recording.

Downloadable creative writing 
worksheet for children and adults on East 
Devon AONB website
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Heath Week public workshops

• Family Creative Writing Workshop with Ellen Wiles

• Printmaking drop-in workshop
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October half-term family printmaking sessions at Harpford Village Hall
with THG and DEPW

4 x sessions of 10 participants
Using Ellen Wiles’ soundwalk and the East Devon Way as inspiration
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Partnership project with Active Devon bringing 
together nature connections and creative activity

8 week programme for 20 participants
- for over 55s
- to increase levels of activity outside
- providing respite from caring responsibilities
- as part of a supportive artist-led group

Connecting Actively to Nature (CAN) programme
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“I've truly loved the whole 
experience”

“I felt very supported”
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“Sharing walking and a creative experience with others is key”
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“I'm examining site-specific materials more, and I'm finding I 
can use photography as a recording tool “

“This course has been the best I have ever been on”

“I think it is a great idea. Everyone gets a chance to produce 
some interesting art. And the emphasis on nature was 
productive. I haven't enjoyed an event so much” 
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“I do want to commend everyone involved in the 
organisation of this. Not an easy thing to do by any 
means, and the enthusiasm and professionalism came 
through in every aspect of the project. And then there 
was cake...”

Sketchbooks to journal/ maintain 
engagement throughout the programme
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Funding

Arts Council England Project Grant to East Devon AONB £8850
Places Called Home (Ikea  + National Lottery Community Fund) £4520
East Devon AONB £3000
Northbrook Community Trust £2140
Active Devon – Connecting Actively to Nature £1568
GUILD – East Street Arts £1200
Devon County Council – Reconnect Rebuild Recover £1000
Norman Family Charitable Trust £900
THG Creative Nature Boxes £900

Total project £23178

funding held by 
East Devon AONB
Double Elephant Print Workshop
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What next in 2022?

Produce an intergenerational community-designed creative map of Harpford
Woods (Tipton / Newton Pop Primary schools, Sidmouth College and Sid Vale 
Memory Café)

Trial hybrid courses to encourage nature connections and creative activity
(a combination of online and in-person supported group sessions)

• Walking the Seasons mindfulness courses in partnership with Exeter University
• Nature-focused creative hybrid courses in partnership with THG

Develop strategic partnerships to cross-sector creative engagement
with Active Devon and Devon Wildlife Trust (Saving Devon’s Treescapes)
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Report to: Arts & Culture Forum   

  

Date of Meeting 1st December 2021 

Document classification: Part A Public Document 

Exemption applied: None 

Review date for release N/A 

 

East Devon DC Culture Strategy workscope    

Report summary: 

The report provides a workscope for the planned Culture Strategy that was approved by Cabinet in 
May 2021. It provides a detailed scoping document for the future development and enhancement 

of the Council’s ambitions for cultural development as articulated in the Council Plan. The Culture 
Strategy will seek to build on the existing work of the Council focussed mainly around the THG, as 
a cultural hub and the Arts & Culture Forum and the newly created Arts Culture East Devon 

(ACED) network through a more cohesive and strategic approach to arts and culture and also 
seeking to add capacity and resource into meeting these ambitions.   

The Culture Strategy workscope will also seek to synergise with the planned Tourism Strategy 
work to enable an enhanced cultural programme can help to support and link into the District’s 
distinctive cultural tourism offer through better promotion, marketing and scaling up of the 

Council’s work in this area that are linked directly to the social and economic recovery of the 
district through cultural tourism, green initiatives, educational opportunities and ‘Made in Devon’ 

retail. 

The Culture Strategy workscope is an opportunity to place culture at the heart of the Council’s 
recovery planning (both economically and socially) is the main driver for this report and its 

recommendations. 

Is the proposed decision in accordance with: 

Budget    Yes ☒ No ☐ 

Policy Framework  Yes ☒ No ☐  

Recommendation: 

Recommend to Cabinet to approve the Scope of Work for producing the Culture Strategy 
Evidence Base as detailed in the report.  

Reason for recommendation: 

To enable East Devon District Council to commence the preparation of its Culture Strategy in 
accordance with Arts Council England guidance. 

Officer: Charlie Plowden, Service Lead – Countryside & Leisure; cplowden@eastdevon.gov.uk  

 

Portfolio(s) (check which apply): 

☐ Climate Action and Emergency response 

☐ Coast, Country and Environment 

☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination 

☒ Tourism, Sport, Leisure & Culture 

☐ Democracy, Transparency and Communications 

☐ Economy and Assets 
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☐ Finance 

☐ Strategic Planning 

☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities 

Equalities impact Low Impact 

Climate change Low Impact 

Risk: Low Risk;  

Links to background information  

Link to Council Plan:  

Priorities (check which apply) 

☒ Outstanding Place and Environment  

☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities 

☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity 

☐ Outstanding Council and Council Services 

 
 

Purpose of report 

East Devon Culture Strategy 

The Arts Council England (ACE) Strategy 2020-2030 `Let’s Create’ has set out an ambition to 

achieve by 2030, that England is a country in which “the creativity of each of us is valued and 
given the chance to flourish, and where every one of us has access to a remarkable range of high-
quality cultural experiences”. To be achieved through;  

 

 Creative People: Everyone can develop and express creativity throughout their life. 

 Cultural Communities: Villages, towns and cities thrive through a collaborative approach to 

culture. 

 A creative and cultural country: England’s cultural sector is innovative, collaborative and 

international. 
 

It is through this ACE Strategy ambition and also the LGA’s `Creative Places: Supporting your local 

creative economy’ 2020 document that the Council’s Culture Strategy will seek to establish how the 
Council can put in place various programmes, resources and partnerships to build on its existing 
commitments within the arts and cultural sectors and also establish a clear “roadmap” to how this 

can further support the development of East Devon’s cultural visitor economy. 
 
Culture in East Devon 

The majority of the creative arts and cultural work undertaken by the Council is through the 

Thelma Hulbert Gallery and its Out & About programme. Other important cultural providers are 

The Manor Pavilion Theatre, Sidmouth which has a popular and successful programme of dance, 

musicals, drama, comedy and ballet performances throughout the year and is an award winning 

community theatre. 

 

The Wild East Devon and AONB teams deliver programmes which connect culture with our 

outstanding environment and promote the value of our rich cultural heritage. LED through the 

Exmouth Pavilion supports a popular programme of entertainment. 

Recently the work of the Council’s Events Officer has started to explore opportunities for enabling 

new events activities such as music festivals and outdoor theatre. 
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There is no clearly defined cultural service within the Council and it is Thelma Hulbert Gallery, Wild 

East Devon and the AONBs which provide the majority of the advice, support and outputs that 

help to support our visitor economy and provide a diverse programme of creative arts and cultural 

activities. 

 

In 2021, in recognition of its expanding role in East Devon’s future, the district’s cultural and 

creative sector has come together with other place-based partners in a new executive grouping, 

Arts & Culture East Devon (ACED), led by Council Officers and Elected Members. The ACED 

executive grouping is informed by an open public forum, the ACED network. 

 

In order to maximise the continuing contribution of culture to place-based strategic agendas, in 

East Devon and beyond, East Devon District Council and ACED are now commissioning a cultural 

strategy. We are therefore seeking consultants with extensive experience in cultural strategy 

process, development and design. 

 

Aim of cultural strategy 

East Devon’s cultural strategy will: 

• Build and secure place-based strategic partnerships and local community ownership around a 

shared 10 year vision for East Devon and the surrounding areas.  

• Reflect the needs of people who live and work in the district 

• Provide a compelling and robust framework to attract future investment from public, private, 

community and social enterprise sectors, including national investment sources such as 

Department for Culture, Media and Sport; Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 

Government, Arts Council England and the National Lottery. 

• Guide a sustainable, inclusive development of the area that is fit to meet global challenges of 

climate and ecological breakdown and growing inequalities. 

 

Process 

What the strategy process should do 

The strategy process should: 

• Build trust 

• Be consultative 

• Develop effective partnerships 

• Promote ownership by senior local authority officers and leadership, community and statutory 

sector partners 

• Allow for iteration 

• Map the area’s current assets and infrastructure (physical, human and intangible) 

• Inclusively engage East Devon’s communities 

• Research and understand culture’s current and potential economic and social value to East 

Devon, based on data and evidence 

• Identify existing and planned capital investments and projects that culture can and will contribute 

to 

• Collaboratively develop a vision, goals, priorities and objectives that are both ambitious and 

achievable 
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• Draw on evidence and consultation to plot the future value of culture in delivering place-based 

agendas including (but not limited to): Team Devon; Public Health Strategic Action Plan; East 

Devon Local Plan; East Devon Council Plan 2021-23; East Devon Housing Strategy; Climate 

Change Strategy, Economic Development Strategy 

• Evolve in dialogue with a concurrent process to develop a Tourism Strategy for East Devon. 

 

The document(s) 

The document(s) should combine rigour with immediate accessibility for a broad range of readers. 

The costs for production of the document(s) must be included in the budget. 

 

Articulate a distinctive and inspiring vision for arts and culture in East Devon for the next 5-10 

years 

Communicate the relationship and contribution to other local place-based strategies 

Identify the priority objectives arising from the vision that are achievable and owned by one or 

more partners to the strategy 

Identify how we can deliver this vision, including roles of public, community and private sectors 

and the potential for new structures and partnerships 

Set out specific, agreed, deliverable actions and partner buy-in needed to deliver the vision and 

goals 

Identify strategy ownership, shared responsibilities, delivery mechanisms and governance 

Outline milestones, timeframes and monitoring framework 

Describe and quantify the financial and human resources needed to deliver the strategy and action 

plan 

Outline a resourcing and funding plan, including who will invest and where new investment might 

come from, including alternative scenarios and options 

Include a Delivery Plan, which identifies how the outcomes from the consultation can be realised, 

including the potential for alternative delivery models. 

 

Cultural Strategy Steering Group 

The Arts & Culture East Devon (ACED) Executive Group will act as the steering group for the 

cultural strategy development. The group will co-opt specific expertise and experience as needed. 

 

Specification for consultant/company/individual 

• Track record in developing strategic partnerships and engaging key stakeholders from within 

and especially outside the cultural sector 

• Experience of research, consultation and evaluation in the cultural sector, including the 

research, development and delivery of strategies that have achieved their vision 

• Experience in engagement, mapping and strategic analysis tools 

• Good understanding of the challenges affecting the cultural sector beyond the major urban 

centres and in rural areas 

• Good understanding of the challenges affecting the cultural sector as a result of the Covid 

pandemic 

• Extensive knowledge of current UK cultural policy and its possible future shape 

• Understanding of the financial, political and resource pressures facing local authorities 
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• Good experience of consulting multiple stakeholders and diverse communities 

• Experience of leveraging public and private investment 

 

An initial list of stakeholders and consultees will be provided, but further research will be needed to 

identify others and ensure that marginalised voices and those with low engagement in culture, are 

included. 

 

Indicative timetable 

 

[6 December] Out to tender 

[10 January] Deadline for receipt of tenders 

[19/20 January] Interviews 

[31 January] Contract starts 

[Mid May] Complete draft strategy  

[Mid June] Final strategy presented 

[Mid June] Strategy formally adopted by all partners including East Devon District Council 

 

 

Financial implications: The report has no direct financial implications at this stage. 

     

Legal implications: The report does not raise any specific legal implications requiring 

comment. 
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Thelma Hulbert Gallery
2022-23
Forward Programme
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Council Plan 2021-2023: Our vision and values
Our vision is “to make a positive difference to residents’ lives and our environment in East Devon”

Council priority one: 

+ Promoting culture and community 

+ Develop a stronger commitment to and offers in arts and leisure through the 
development of a Culture Strategy and an Events Strategy for our own land

+ Encourage Town and Parish Councils (and the third sector where appropriate) to 
protect and support their community spaces.

+ Promote community wellbeing programmes through a culture and activities offer, led 
by the Thelma Hulbert Gallery, Seaton Wetlands, Wild East Devon, and expand our 
community development activities. 

+ Promote the links between arts and culture and climate change through the Creative 
Cabin and other initiatives, raising awareness of the public and seeking to change 
behaviours.
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Towards a new model of 
rural cultural production

Towards a New Model will extend our impact across East Devon, 

rooting creativity in community & place and establishing a sub-

regional strategic role for culture.
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Overview

+ THE PROJECT

+ Since 2019 THG has developed a greater focus on arts and cultural development. In the next phase of our 
work, Towards a new model for inclusive rural cultural production, we are helping to stabilise East 
Devon’s arts ecology as a whole, linking culture and creativity into wider agendas such as climate emergency, 
inequality, rurality and post-pandemic recovery.

+ THE PROGRAMME

+ Creative Communities and the Land explores inequality and environmental injustice, while celebrating 
individual creative expression. The programme of film, painting, sculpture and craft takes place across two 
towns and will tour across the district in our Creative Cabin. It will support sector growth and resilience 
through the new ACED network, re-engage audiences post-pandemic, increase diversity and develop new 
contemporary art audiences. 
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Our Focus

+ Building on 2019-21 foundations, Towards a New Model will extend our impact across East Devon, rooting creativity in 
community & place and establishing a sub-regional strategic role for culture. Just as our artistic programme encapsulates a 
spirit of change and survival, so does our new approach of institutional change, collective and free expression. 

+ Towards a New Model is about change as well as expansion. This next phase will nurture a creative ecology across East Devon 
that is more rooted, more relevant & more inclusive. 

+ In 2022-23 we will further embed THG among our place-based partners: EDDC Economy, Tourism, Housing, Public Health; 
AONBs, Leisure East Devon, University of Exeter. 

+ Activities such as Climate Conversations Phase 2 and the extended Ocean pilot will position THG at the heart of urgent local 
agendas (health & wellbeing, economic recovery, tackling inequality, climate mitigation).

+ Increasing our engagement team capacity will enable us to extend outreach activity into new neighbourhoods and communities, 
working in and with areas such as St Paul’s Estate (Exmouth), whose communities have been underserved. 

+ Our extended pilot with Ocean (Exmouth) will provide a new, multi-use base in a community with a younger-than-UK-average 
population (39.3yrs) (Census 2011). 

+ After 2020/21’s challenges, we want to welcome audiences to a diverse, experimental programme of activity exploring complex 
yet acutely relevant issues such as equality and environmental justice, whilst celebrating creative expression
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Creative Communities and the Land 
2022 – 23 creative programme

Responding to diverse artistic perspectives, Creative Communities and the Land will join with 
East Devon communities to explore inequality and environmental injustice, helping us realise 
a better future through individual and collective creative expression

+ Mikhail Karikis 08.01.22 - 05.03.22

+ Nick Goss 19.03.22 - 15.05.22

+ Theatre West 05.22

+ Devon Artist Network 28.05.22 - 23.07.22

+ Ingrid Pollard 06.08.22 - 29.10.22

+ Emerging Maker 12.11.22 - 23.12.22

+ John Akomfrah 05.01.23 – 11.03.23
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FILM

Mikhail Karikis, Children of Unquiet, 2013

Greek-British artist Mikhail Karikis (b. 1975) works in video, installation, 
performance and sound. He often produces site-specific performances working 
with different communities

This work was created with a group of forty-five children living in Devil’s Valley 
in Tuscany, a volcanic landscape and home to the world’s first geothermal 
power station. The area has recently become depopulated following the 
automation of the process of generating energy.

In this film, children take over the empty spaces, recreating the noises of both 
the natural and man-made landscape: the hissing of steam, the bubbling of 
water and groaning and rumbling of metal work. It is through their collective 
voice and imaginative play that the landscape can be seen anew.

This presentation will be accompanied by a project developed with local children 
in Honiton who will look to their own environment to reflect on the past, and 
reimagine its future.

Seawomen, 2021

SeaWomen is a video and sound installation by Mikhail 

Karikis focusing on a fast vanishing community of elderly 

female sea workers living on the North Pacific island of Jeju –

a jagged patch of black volcanic rock that belongs to South 

Korea and floats between Japan and China. The work was 

created during Karikis’s residency on the island, when he 

enountered a group of women called haenyeo (sea-women), 

now in their late 70s and 80s, who dive to great depths with 

no oxygen supply to find pearls and catch sea-food.page 46



THEATRE
Theatre West, Gluck’s Flowers

THG 12.03.22 – 15.05.22

Gluck’s Flowers examines connections between art and gender. 

The performance is specially developed for gallery spaces by 

new theatre writing specialists Theatre West.

The play will be accompanied by a project led by young people, 

exploring the play’s themes and the intersection with Nick Goss’ 

work.

.
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Ingrid Pollard

6 August 2022 - 29 October 2022

Ingrid Pollard is a leading artist and photographer working in 
Britain today. Her contributions to art over the past 40 years 
have broken new ground and forged pathways for younger 
generations, shaping Britain's understanding and histories of 
art, society and culture.

In our 2nd Guest Curated show of 2022, THG will work with 
art historian Ella S Mills, to present a solo exhibition by Ingrid 
Pollard, in collaboration with Devon & Exeter Institution, 
Libraries Unlimited, and University of Exeter. 

This solo exhibition sees Pollard create a new series of work 
in response to the histories of Devon and the South 
West. Through her photographic research and practice into 
nature, Pollard explores narratives of people and 
places across industry, labour and individual experiences, 
which has shaped our stories and landscapes.
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Nick Goss, painter and musician 
Curated by Melissa Blanchflower, (Serpentine)

THG and Ocean

Nick Goss (b. 1981, Bristol, UK) layers personal and 
collective history on the canvas. His paintings summon the 
space of dreams, where time, space and identity slip. 

This exhibition, Curated by Melissa Blanchflower 
(Serpentine), includes a new body of work inspired by the 
landscapes and communities of Devon and the south west of 
England. Using innovative painterly techniques, Goss reveals 
this unique ever-changing cultural landscape as both a space 
of transience and permanence, evoked through familiar yet 
disparate cultural narratives and motifs 

This exhibition will mark the launch of a new collaborative 
album ‘pool’ by multi-instrumentalist and modern nature 
member Jim Wallis, and painter and guitarist Nick Goss
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Emerging Maker: south west 2022
THG and Ocean 05.11.22 - 23.12.22

+ Emerging Makers: south west 2022 is our 

investment in the research and 

development of emerging craft makers.

+ We will give 30 graduate makers a public 

platform at THG and Ocean, with 

mentoring and exhibition making support. 
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Creative Cabin : Climate Conversations Phase 2 delivery 
(isolated rural and coastal locations) 01.04.22 - 31.10.22

LEARNING PARTNERS

+ Honiton Primary 

+ Littletown Primary 

+ Jubilee Federation of Schools ,

+ FORT Federation •-Awliscombe

+ and Payhembury

+ Withycombe Raleigh primary 

+ Littletown Primary 

+ Honiton Community College 

+ Sidmouth College 

+ Exmouth College

+ Millwater special school 

+ ERADE - Exeter Royal Academy for Deaf Education

+ WESC – West of England School for blind and partially sighted

.

EVENTS AND APPEARANCES

+ Cranbrook Town Council

+ Queensdrive Space, Exmouth Pride 

+ Honiton Show 

+ Exeter City of Literature/Customs House

+ Sidmouth Seafest

+ Donkey Sanctuary 

+ Cullumpton Farmers Market 

+ Bovey Craft Fair 

+ Exmouth Festival 

+ Hestercombe House and Garden 

We will expand our mobile creative space touring programme, Creative Cabin, taking ‘Creative Cabin: Climate Conversations on Tour’ 

into more communities. Informed by the curated programme at THG and Ocean, and working with AONB and

Uni of Exeter, 

Creative Cabin: Climate Conversations will seed creativity, discussion and action in isolated towns and villages
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Audience development

+ Interim Audience Objectives For 2022-23 we have 11 

audience objectives under three themes

Theme 1: Re-engaging core audiences who have lapsed during the 

pandemic • 

+ (Obj 1) Re-engage our core audience of ‘gallery go-er’ older 

adults, many of whom have not yet returned after the 

pandemic

+ (Obj 2) Further increase the number of families with young 

children that we engage with, particularly those living in or 

visiting Exmouth

+ (Obj 3) Re-engage older residents affected by dementia, age-

related conditions, Covid anxiety and barriers to attendance

+ (Obj 4) Re-engage disabled residents with visual 

impairments and associated barriers to attendance

+ (Obj 5) Re-engage schools

Theme 2: Increase the diversity of our audiences

+ (Obj 6) Increase the percentage of participants from more 

disadvantaged socio-eco-nomic backgrounds, particularly 

those from rurally disadvantaged socio-economic 

backgrounds in East Devon

+ Obj 7) Increase the racial and ethnic diversity of our visitor 

base to at least reflect and ideally exceed the diversity of the 

Devon population

+ (Obj 8) Increase the proportion of visitors aged 16-24

Theme 3: Building the audience for contemporary art • 

+ (Obj 9) Increase the number of cultural tourists visiting THG 

and its off-site pro-grammes, from outside Devon and the 

South West

+ (10) Increase the homegrown and regional contemporary arts 

audience: Exeter, Ply-mouth, Devon, Bristol

+ (10) Increase the homegrown and regional contemporary arts 

audience: Exeter, Ply-mouth, Devon, Bristol
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Champions

+ Decolonisation Champion

+ Art Champion

+ Education Champion

+ Theatre Champion

ACED Network & Participation Coordinator 

Role focus:

• ACED’s membership framework

• Volunteer engagement at THG & Ocean,

• Create a community hub (Ocean)

• Coordinate training, development and 

innovation at ACED

In February 2021, THG launched Arts and Culture 

East Devon (ACED), a forum connecting the artistic 

communities of East Devon and providing a central 

platform to engage, network, promote and talk about 

arts and culture across the region. 
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Ocean, Exmouth – The Ocean Gallery
Working in collaborative partnership with Leisure East Devon 

+ Our second creative ‘hub’ at Ocean in 
Exmouth, will have a different character to 
THG - one that we hope will appeal to this 
age group. Ocean is a popular 
multidisciplinary leisure centre combining 
food and drink outlets with a bowling alley 
and amusements. 

+ At Ocean, we aim to engage a younger 
and more diverse audience, by offering an 
informal experience linked to social time 
and enjoyment of the beach and sea. 
Ocean’s flexible exhibition space 
combines white cube gallery space with a 
bar and ocean terrace
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Catherine Causley 
Net zero by 2040 
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Art is able to discuss the big issues 
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Art can be brave
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Art can be shocking 
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Art can say the things that we cant 
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What's the big picture? 
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Big scary numbers 

• 4200 tenanted properties or £190 million to EPC score C

• 60% of car journeys are less than 6 miles

• EVs aren’t the answer

• 75% of the flights are taken by 15% of the people

• UK = 13% tree cover lowest out of G7 countries

• East Devon carbon footprint 1,000,000 CO2e tonnes

• 60% needs to come from behaviour change -ccc

• 48% of plastic waste is due to fishing 

• 300,000 tonnes of clothing each year
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The scale is so big its hard to picture it
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The unpalatable truth 
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Devon climate emergency 
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Climate change action plan and strategy 

• The themes in this plan where the Council can make meaningful climate change 
interventions include:

• Energy supply and consumption

• Permitting and encouraging low carbon development

• Improving the carbon footprint of existing buildings (public and private sector)

• Protecting and enhancing the natural environment

• Water supply and flood protection

• Transport and travel

• Purchasing and consumption

• Community resilience

• Education, communication and influencing behaviour.
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What have we actually done? 

• 120 houses with ASHPs

• 28 charging bays

• 25% electrification of our fleet

• Carbon literacy training 

• Building networks 

• Stock condition survey 

• Resilience plans

• Beach management plans 

• Local plan – feeds into planning

• Clyst valley – tree planting 

• IRF – environment component

• Lower Otter restoration project 
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What real people say 
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Thank you 

Any questions? 
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1

Blackdown Hills AONB 

Partnership:

Connecting culture to our 

outstanding environment in 

East Devon

Tim Youngs, Manager
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2

Background/ context
• 3.3 FTE team

• Core functions

• AONB 

Management Plan

• National 

Landscapes 

(Glover) review

• Nature and 

climate crisis

• Collaborations
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SDF Challenge Fund
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Inclusion and diversity
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5

Colchester 

Declaration
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Blackdown Hills AONB - Current landscape

Spring line 

village

Watercourse straightened and 

deepened with steep sided 

banks

C18/19th enclosures largely 

arable with much hedgerow 

removal

Plateau

Greensand 

ridge 

woodland

Arable on hillfort 

site

Steep valley-

side slopes

Secondary 

woodland 

developed on 

former valley-side 

mire

Valley floor woodlands

Remnants of small medieval fields

Hedgerows lost 

since WWII

Valley floor arable to 

bank top

Arable

Remnant 

broadleaved 

woodland

Neroche

Shallow valley-

side slopes

Valley floor

Gappy strimmed

hedgerows

Remnant valley-

side mire

Unmanaged 

ancient 

woodland

Remnant valley-

side mire
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Blackdown Hills AONB – Visualisation
Woodland and hedge network 

Plateau

Reinforced and 

new woodland

Steep valley-side slopes

New woodlands

forming network

Increased 

broadleaved 

woodland cover

Neroche

Shallow valley-

side slopes

Valley floor

Spring line 

village

Hedgerows and woodlands

reinforced around C18/19th enclosures

Greensand ridge woodland

managed for biodiversity

Valley floor woodlands 

allowed to develop 

including carr

Hedgerows and 

hedge trees restored

Ancient woodland

managed

Hedgerows and 

hedge trees restored

Hedgerows and 

hedge trees restored
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8

Blackdown Hills AONB – Visualisation
Grasslands and mires

Spring line 

village

Watercourse enhanced with 

meanders and buffers

Buffers strips to arable around 

C18/19th enclosures

Plateau

Arable reversion 

to grassland on 

hillfort site

Steep valley-side slopes

Valley-side mire 

restored - areas of 

carr managed

Small medieval field pattern with 

hedges and trees restored

Field trees planted
Valley floor wet 

grassland restored

Buffer strip 

grasslands 

created to 

arable fields –

tree planting in 

field corners

Neroche

Shallow valley-

side slopes

Heathland 

restoration

Valley floor

Valley-side mire 

restored

Valley-side 

mires 

restored
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Robert Beven and the Camden Town artists-

(early 1900s)page 87
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Next 12 months…

➢Work with Thelma Hulbert team on climate 

conversations and Camden Town exhibition

➢Embed ‘Art in the Landscape’ strategy into all 

our BHAONB work

➢ Increase outreach work with parishes and 

support their aspirations for a wilder Devon

➢Engage artists and makers in projects

➢Provide benefits for local tourism businesses
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